**BRUSH’N SAGE**  
**BAY COLT; Foaled April 22, 2017; Brand 2R323**

**VISI D’ARTE** ($1,852) by 2nd Dam  
**MS CHRISTINE FRA** by 1st Dam

*By SAGEBRUSH p,2,1:49.2; 3,1:50.4 ($45,000 yearling). At 2, race timed 1:58.3. Dam of 6 of racing age including a 3-year-old, 4 raced, 3 winners, this her first by SAGEBRUSH. Dam of:*  
**SPORTS SINNER** p,2,T1:55.3f; 3,1:53.2f; 4,1:49.2f (h, Western Hanover) ($148,475). 11 wins. At 2, winner Debutante S., Lou Babic Memorial (elev.), Molly Pitcher S., NJ Futurity, NJSS (3 legs and 2 Finals), Reynolds Memorial; second in Lou Babic Memorial Final, NJSS; at 3, winner Helen Dancer Memorial, Matron S. (elev.), Miss NJ S. (elev. and Final), Molly Pitcher S., NJ Futurity, NJSS (3 legs and 2 Finals), Reynolds Memorial; at 4, winner Preferred at The Red Mile, 3 Opens at Dayton; second in 2 Opens at Dayton. At 5, winner Open at Dayton, Open Handicap and 2 Open II at Miami Valley; second in 3 Opens at Dayton. At 6, winner Chip Noble S. at Xenia, Open at Scioto and Greeneville and Open Handicap at Northfield; third in Open Handicap at Dayton. Now 7 and racing.

**LION’S DELIGHT** p,3,1:57f; 1:54f-'18 (g, Bettor’s Delight) ($52,373). 9 wins. At 3, race timed 1:55.1 (twice). At 4, race timed 1:53.1. Now 5, racing and winner 6 races in ‘18; race timed 1:63.4f.

**HндDover** p,3,1:56.4f (m, Western Ideal) ($21,803). Dam of:

**ARTPLACE** p,4,1:50.4........................................  
**SAGEBRUSH** p,1:49.2....................................  
**NADDIES** p,1:54f. 18 wins. At 2, second in Serie Perfecta. At 3, winner Lindwood Farm Series (g), NJSS; at 4, second in Sagamore Hills Series (g).  
**JUST SAY GO** p,3,T1:54.3 ..........................  
**SAGEBRUSH** p,3,1:50.4 ..............................  
**BREDSER** p,2,1:58f (m, Cam’s Card Shark) ($53,355), etc.; granddam of **ALEXACHASE** p,4,1:51.2 (g, Western Ideal) ($354,451), etc.; granddam of **ALBEX** p,1:57f, etc.

**LADY AUTUMN** p,3,1:57.3; 4,1:51f (m, Falcon Seelster) ($37,271). 6 wins.  
**BRET DIAMOND** p,3,1:56.4 (h, Bret Hanover) ($36,305). 14 wins. At 3, third in Reynolds Memorial.  
**VEE HANOVER** p,2,2:01.4; 3,1:58f (m, Western Hanover) ($21,803). Dam of **MADDY’S FANTASY** p,3,1:53 ($117,306), **HANDOVERTHEGATE** p,4,1:56.3f ($33,355), etc.

**ALWIN ASHTON** p,2,2:07.3h; 3,2:04.1h (m, Alwin Steady) ($51,373). 2 wins. Dam of **BUDDA BUDDA BOOM** p,2,1:57f, etc.  
**TOSSA LOBELI** p,3,2:11h ($124,595), etc. Granddam of **SHEALAS GIRL** p,1:56.4h ($50,860).

Ms Christine Fra (m, Artsplace). Dam of **SPORTS SINNER** p,1:50 ($131,866).